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User Story
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During data capture, known control points are observed by positioning the scanner
with a reference plate over the control point.
Scanner needs to be positioned upright and kept stationary for a period of 10 seconds.
Precise coordinates of the control points need to be measured by other techniques.
Data is processed in GeoSLAM HUB 6.1 version where Adjust Control in a new
feature.
The stationary periods are automatically detected during data processing and time,
coordinates and orientation data for each stationary period is recorded as a Reference
Point.
User needs to enter (import from file or manual) the coordinates for the detected control
points and choose to perform either a rigid transformation or a non-rigid adjustment.
An altered scan will be produced which fits the data to the known control points. This
scan can be exported, once complete, by clicking “Export” and choosing “Adjust to
Ctrl”. Together with an altered scan and trajectory, user can export Accuracy Report.

User Guide
Adjust to Control Licensing
Standard, valid GeoSLAM HUB License is required to use Adjust to Control feature.

Ground Control Points File Format
Precise coordinates of the Control Points (Ground Control Points) need to be known and
obtained by different measurements techniques. Those coordinates have to be stored in plain
text format, with the content being tab separated - point names and X Y Z co-ordinate values:
Header →

#Name

X

Y

Z

Control Point name has to consists of at least one letter. Numbers-only names are not
acceptable.
Only Control Points measured in METERS are accepted. Coordinates in US feet need
to be first converted to METERS. SLAM processing is done in meters therefore we cannot
support at the moment processing in different measuring units.

Figure 1. Control Point input file.

Ground Control Point file can store as many control points as the user wish however user
needs to be able to identify which of those points correspond to reference points in each
project.
Ground Control coordinates need to be measured at the exact level where ZEB System with
Reference Plate was placed during data capture (where the star on Reference Plate was
aligned to).

Data Processing
Process .geoslam file by drag and drop into GeoSLAM Hub 6.1. After the data is processed
check for detected Reference Points. Refer to GeoSLAM Hub Manual for instructions on how
to correctly process data.

Open View

Figure 2. GeoSLAM Hub Open View

View Reference Points

Figure 3. GeoSLAM Hub Reference Points in the Viewer.

Check if all Reference Points were correctly detected and if there are any duplicates or errors.
Take a note if there are issues with reference points as those will need to be excluded from
calculations.

Reference Points Export
You can export reference points into txt file by selecting Export → Reference Points → with
reference base offset :

Figure 4. Export Reference Points from the GeoSLAM Hub.

Adjust to Control Points
Once the data is correctly processed and Reference Points are matched to Ground Control
Points proceed to Adjust to Control calculations.

Adjust to Control processing
Select Ellipsis on your dataset → Select Adjust to Control Points

Figure 5. Adjust to Control Points Selection in GeoSLAM HUB

Click Import Positions
Browse to Ground Control Point text file (previously prepared with coordinates of control
points).
If a control point has been erroneously detected and you do not have coordinate values for it,
you can ignore that reference point when processing by selecting ‘Exclude’ from the ‘Control
Point’ drop-down box.
The coordinates can be entered manually or imported from a file. For manual input user should
select “Manual” from each of the Control Point drop-downs.
To open each Control Point drop-down menu click Select…

Figure 6. Adjust to Control – Import Positions (external control points).

Associate Reference Points with correct Ground Control Points. Remember that control points
might not always be in the same order as Reference Points were collected therefore it is
important to match correct points. Using GeoSLAM Viewer can help to recognise which
Reference Point relates to which Control Point.
User needs to Select one of three options (Exclude, Manual or Control Point from a list) for
every Reference Point on the list otherwise software will not allow for next step which is
transformation and adjustment.

Figure 7. Adjust to Control Points – Associate correct Ref Points with Control Points

Rigid Transformation
Rigid transformation applies a single transform to every point in the point cloud. This means
that the XYZ positions of every point will change however the relative position to other points
in the point cloud will remain the same. Comparing the standard and rigid aligned result should
show no difference.
RIGID transformation is a 3D transformation but with rotation only around yaw axis. It has
4 DoF (degrees of freedom) – (x,y,z, yaw).
After Importing Control points and assigning them to correct Reference Points user can
choose Rigid Transformation. This will calculate best fit between reference points and control
points and apply single translation and rotation to the point cloud and trajectory.
Note: In this version of Adjust to Control we do not support Scale Factors. Coordinate
Systems that are used for control points should be in flat, local grid systems. If coordinate
systems with scale factors are used, there might be some distances errors on a larger scale
measurement when Rigid Transformation is used.

Click Rigid Transformation for the calculation to start.

Figure 8. Rigid Transformation Selection.
Software will automatically return to Main Window and data will be processing. Within seconds
there will be information about Saving the Data.

Figure 9. Rigid Transformation Processing in GeoSLAM Hub.

After all data is saved and processed, user will receive Notification with confirmation that
Transformation has been completed and A2C Icon
will appear under the processed
data. This will indicate that this data has been adjusted to control points.
User can click on the Notification bell
again.

in the bottom right corner to view the message

Figure 10. Rigid Transformation Results in GeoSLAM Hub.

User can select A2C Icon

to view Accuracy Report with its final RMS.

Figure 11. Accuracy Report visualization (Rigid).

None-Rigid Adjustment
The non-rigid adjustment will move every point in the cloud to the new position and the relative
positions of all the points will not remain the same. The points around the survey points will
be moved so that they closely match the control point, meaning that these points are more
likely to change from the unadjusted result. Comparing these two clouds should show
differences mainly around the areas with control points.
None-Rigid Adjustment will perform Global SLAM again on the data with the reference
points added as additional constraints.
NONE-RIGID Adjustment is 3D adjustment with all 6 DoF (degrees of freedom).
After importing position and selecting correct control points to match reference points
user should choose None-Rigid Adjustment.

Figure 12. None-Rigid Adjustment Selection.
Software will automatically return to main window and processing will start. Global SLAM will
be calculated when None-Rigid Adjustment is selected. Processing will take longer than when
calculating Rigid transformation.

Figure 13. None-Rigid Adjustment processing in GeoSLAM Hub.

After None-Rigid Adjustment is finished user will see notification at the bottom of the main
screen about Success of the calculation and to be able to see the notification after it
disappears click on Notification Bell

in the bottom right corner.

View Accuracy Report by clicking on A2C Icon

.

Select Save Report to export it into text file and save it in chosen location.
Take a note of RMS as it will not be saved in the exported report.

Figure 14. None-Rigid Results in GeoSLAM Hub.

Figure 15. Accuracy Report Visualization (None Rigid).

Exported Accuracy Report
Accuracy Report will have following information stored:
•

%name – Control Point names
traj_time- time from REVO or HORIZON trajectory for each Control Point

•
•

target_x, target_y ,target_z – coordinates of Control Points in target coordinate
system (derived from a different surveying method)
actual_x, actual_y, actual_z – coordinates of Reference points after performing
adjust to control
Relationship between Target, Actual and Errors are described with below formula:
ACTUAL_X- TARGET_X = ERROR_X

•

•

error_norm - Euclidean norms show magnitude of error for each Control Point. It is
calculated with the formula below:
𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚 = √(𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟𝑥 2 + 𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟𝑌 2 + 𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟𝑧 2 )

error_x, error_y, error_z – differences between Actual X, Y, Z coordinate and Target
X, Y, Z coordinate

Figure 16. Accuracy Report Export Format.

Adjust to Control Result Folder
After Rigid Transformation or Non-Rigid Adjustment is completed new folder and files appears
in Result Folder.
User will find new a2c folder which will store numbers of files -different files for Rigid
Transform and None-Rigid adjustment. Within those files user may find useful the
‘results_traj.txt’ and ‘results.laz’
In the main Result folder, one extra file appears ‘results_a2c.laz’ – this is the same as
‘results.laz’ in a2c folder.

Figure 17. Adjust to Control Result Folder.

Rigid a2c folder

Figure 18. Rigid Adjust to Control result folder.

None- Rigid a2c folder

Figure 19. None-Rigid Adjust to Control Result Folder.

Export Results for Rigid and None-Rigid
Data that is visible in the GeoSLAM HUB Viewer will still be the original, unadjusted point
cloud. There are two options to view and use the point cloud from Adjust to Control. One is to
export LAZ file and trajectory file and import that to 3rd party software and second option is to
use Draw with the adjusted point cloud.

Export LAZ point cloud and trajectory
Select Export button and choose ‘Adjust to Ctrl ‘

Figure 20. Adjust to Control Export from GeoSLAM Hub.

Browse to where you wish to save results:

Figure 21. Save Adjust to Control results.
After export is completed you will find two files exported:
•
•

Adjusted LAZ point cloud (full 100% point cloud) – there is no option for decimation
and smoothing of that point cloud in HUB
Adjusted TXT file with trajectory

Figure 22. Adjust to Control final results exported.

Use A2C data in Draw

NOTE: Draw does not apply any coordinate system on the imported point cloud.
Measurements in Draw might be incorrect due to coordinate system applied.

After Adjust to Control in successfully processed, user can launch Draw directly from HUB and
choose point cloud that was adjusted to control directly from the drop down menu.
Click Draw on your dataset → Yes (Create new project) → Select resultsa2c.laz from
dropdown → Click Submit

Figure 23. Import Adjust to Control to Draw.

After Draw project is created all Views are created in new coordinate system.

Figure 24. GeoSLAM Draw with Adjust to Control results.

Technical Information
Reference Points detection with ZEB REVO/RT and ZEB HORIZON
There are few significant differences between REVO/REVO RT and HORIZON that needs to
be understood.
REVO/REVO RT has a dynamic transform between IMU and the mount. Therefore, from the
Revo trajectory the location of the reference base is not uniquely defined. We must make
assumptions regarding the location of the Revo reference base. Therefore, we assume the
scanner is always perfectly vertical when a stationary point (Reference Point) is captured. Instead
of suppling a fixed offset in the surveyFile.txt (that file is used to preform Adjust to Control by SLAM)
to be interpreted by SLAM we pre-offset the GPS coordinates (so that GPS Control Points are
moved to the level of trajectory).
This ‘pre-offset’ is the reason that in Accuracy Report, user will see Z value for TARGET
coordinates changed by 0.236 m (that is the offset between the Reference Plate centre (star) and
the centre of REVO/REVO RT.
All above is the reason that REVO/REVO RT can be used only on the flat surfaces with upright
position when collecting Reference Points.

Figure 25. Difference in Z between Control Points and Target Control Points for Revo/RT data.
ZEB HORIZON has fixed transforms between IMU and the mount. This enables detection of
Reference Points that aren’t necessary on the flat surface. Points on the wall and other noneflat surfaces might end up with lower accuracy and they might also be less likely to be detected
as stationary points.
For Horizon we do not bring GPS points to the level of trajectory because we have fixed
offset. That fixed offset can be seen is survey file (in A2C processing folder).

Figure 26. Fixed transform offset for ZEB Horizon when calculating Ref Points.

Target and Actual coordinates in Accuracy Report
Accuracy Report produced by Adjust to Control includes TARGET coordinates and ACTUAL
coordinates of Reference Points.
Target coordinates are Ground Control coordinates that we want to align our data to. Those
can be GPS coordinates measured with GPS RTK, Total station and other methods in
Global Coordinate System. Target coordinates can also be coordinates of Reference Points
from the previous scan that we want to align our new scan to (like in a merge multiple scan
scenario).
We need to remember that those coordinates need to be at the level of the floor (or
wherever the control point is marked in the field). Therefore, when Adjust to Control is used
either to georeference data or to merge two scans together, Reference Points need to be
exported WITH reference base offset ticked on.

Figure 27. Export Reference Points from GeoSLAM Hub.
Actual coordinates are coordinates of Reference Points after the RIGID or None Rigid
adjustment.
When performing RIGID transformation, it is important to understand here that Actual
coordinates will not be exactly the same points as original Reference Points detected in unregistered/ un-touched scan.
When detecting reference points in original (local) scan, we are finding two things:
• The average position and orientation of the scanner across the duration of the
stationary period
• A representative time that lies within the stationary period.
When we use these reference points in Adjust to Control, we don’t actually use the average
pose directory, instead we use the time to constrain the trajectory at a given time to our
target coordinate.
If user calculates distance between two given points using Reference Points extracted from
original dataset and also using ACTUAL coordinates after Rigid transformation there might
be few CM difference due to above explanation. This does not mean that Rigid
transformation changes any relative position within the point cloud.

